
Host John A says:
Recap: 
   The Pharaoh is being pursued by a hostile fleet led by Kujec. They hold their own just inside phaser range

Host John A says:
****** Continue Pharaoh Mission*****
                 " Know Thyself"

 CO Terrance says:
::sitting in the Big Chair, contemplating the next move::

CEO Starks says:
:: at engineering bridge station ::

SO Ikari says:
::at OPS station, trying to ignore the hails...::

EO Walde says:
::In Engineering working::

Host Kujec says:
%COM: *Roloth Fleet*: We have been granted sweeping powers in resolving this incident.  Justice must be served.  Stand by for further orders.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Rolthians continue to hail and tickle the rear shields with phaser fire

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Return fire, full spread

TO Ryan says:
CO: Aye

TO Ryan says:
::Taps panel buttons::

TO Ryan says:
CO: Torpedo spread fired sir...

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Fire at will

TO Ryan says:
CO: Aye

Host Kujec says:
%::Kujec's helmsman's eyes widen::<Helmsman>:Sir! they've fired on us!

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Mr. Ikari, what's our ETA on picking up our new FCO?

TO Ryan says:
::Out loud:: Full photon spread...

TO Ryan says:
::Fires::

Host Kujec says:
%Helmsman: Evasive Maneuvers!

CSO Fist says:
CO: Undetermined

Host John A says:
ACTION:  The CTO goes AWOL and decides to hide in his quarters

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Well find out!

TO Ryan says:
CO: I'm targeting their Phasers, if I take them out he might bug out

CSO Fist says:
CO: His ship just vanished off our sensors!

CEO Starks says:
CO: sir there's nine ships behind us I sugest we try to outrun them at warp. They would have to rely on their photons

 CO Terrance says:
CEO: Make it s

XO Fowler says:
::Trying to make her way to the TL without falling down::

SO Ikari says:
CO: Rear shield are at 85% sir.

CEO Starks says:
ALL: engaging warp drive

TO Ryan says:
CO: I'll fire torpedoes to slow them down.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The USS Koeler closes within SRS range

CEO Starks says:
*EO* bring us to full warp I want 9.985

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Begin systematic targeting of their engine cores with full photon spreads!

Host Kujec says:
%ACTION: Bright explosions and radiation spikes accompany two torpedo strikes on the Roloth Fleet.

CSO Fist says:
::switching to SRS::

TO Ryan says:
::Begins firing...::

XO Fowler says:
::Makes it into the TL:: TL: Bridge!

TO Ryan says:
CO: Aye, sir

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Will do.

Host Kujec says:
%COM* Roloth Fleet*: Fire! Fire at will!

CEO Starks says:
CO: we're at warp their phasers are useless

Host Capt. Short says:
@ COM: Pharaoh: We have arrived Captain. Why are you in combat?

TO Ryan says:
::Out loud:: Firing quantum torpedo spread...

 CO Terrance says:
*Short*: These Roloth ships have opened fire on us!  Prepare to beam over our FCO at matched warp velocities

Host Capt. Short says:
@:: motions to his Comm officer::  OPS: open a channel to the lead Rolth vessel

XO Fowler says:
::Exits the TL to see confusion and action on the bridge::

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Flood subspace with a communication's inhibitor

TO Ryan says:
CO: I'm am now firing torpedo in bursts at their warp nacelles

CEO Starks says:
:: OPS crewman opens a channel::

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: No SF ship is to communicate with the Roloth!

TO Ryan says:
::sighs

CSO Fist says:
::flooding subspace with static trash::

XO Fowler says:
::Moves over to the CO and stands beside his chair:: 

Host Capt. Short says:
@Com: Pharaoh: Drop your side shield, we are in range.

Host Kujec says:
%COM *Short*:  Shrer...tths****dfhjtssgg..::transmission fades::

Host Capt. Short says:
@ OPS: clean that up.

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Energize

CSO Fist says:
::energizing::

XO Fowler says:
::Touches the CO on the shoulder and talks softly so the comm won't hear her:: CO: Care to fill me in

TO Ryan says:
CO: Firing another burst...

Host Kujec says:
%COM *Short*: Surely you are here to help us!  Your government is one of law!

 CO Terrance says:
XO: We're under attack from the Rolth for no apparent reason, but our orders prohibit us or any other SF ship from contact with them

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: another Rolth ship drops back due to damage

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Warn Captain Short that I he continues to break radio silence, then I'll be forced to take action

XO Fowler says:
::Raises her eyebrow:: CO: Why would the Rolth attack us? 

TO Ryan says:
CO: I'm targeting any vital systems they don’t have covered with shields

 CO Terrance says:
XO: I don't know

TO Ryan says:
::looks around::

SO Ikari says:
CO: Take action?  Are we going to be informed further of the situation sir?

CEO Starks says:
CO: why isn't the Koeler assisting us?

CSO Fist says:
::encrypts message to CO Short::

Host Capt. Short says:
Action: the Koeler OPS overcomes the interference

Host Kujec says:
%COM *Short*: The captain of that vessel has assassinated our First Minister!

XO Fowler says:
CO: So, where do you want me? ::looks around the bridge::

 CO Terrance says:
XO: Keep an eye on TAC

TO Ryan says:
::Looks around, puzzled::

XO Fowler says:
CO: Aye

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Com: Kujac: Captain Terrance. This must be a mistake!

TO Ryan says:
::Pushes some buttons::

 CO Terrance says:
All: Can anyone shut him up?

XO Fowler says:
::Moves to the TAC beside the TO. Talks softly to the TO:: TO: Fill me in ::Taps a few commands into the board::

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: the Pharaoh engines begin to overheat

Host Kujec says:
%COM: *Short*: By your own charter, you must help us bring this man to justice!

CSO Fist says:
TO: Target his communications array

CEO Starks says:
CO: sir we can't hold this speed for long 

TO Ryan says:
::Whispers to XO:: We are under fire by their ships... what else do you want?

 CO Terrance says:
CEO: Then stand by to give me everything you have for weapons

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: The engines are going.

TO Ryan says:
::grin::

CEO Starks says:
*EO* Emma prepare to transfer warp power to the weapons grid on my word

SO Ikari says:
CSO: Have you tried running some subspace interference?

Host Capt. Short says:
@ COM: Kujec: Indeed it does, I will convince the Pharaoh to stand down. Take no hostile action Captain

Host Kujec says:
%COM*Short*: Transmitting data file on the criminal act...now ::stabs a button on his chair::

CEO Starks says:
CO: that's it Capt. we have to go to impulse

TO Ryan says:
CO: What should I do, sir?

 CO Terrance says:
TAC: Standby to fire on all remaining Rolth ships as soon as we decelerate with a full contingent of weapons.  Then target Short!

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Ready. ::Sets transfer up.:

XO Fowler says:
::Whispers back:: TO: This isn't right. Something doesn't feel right here. Why would the Rolth fire on us?

XO Fowler says:
::Shakes her head::

TO Ryan says:
::looks around... then nods::

SO Ikari says:
CO: Sir!  We're firing on a Federation ship?!

TO Ryan says:
CO: Ummm... Aye sir...

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Com: Pharaoh: Captain, stand down! The Rolth accuse you of assassination. Lets get to the bottom of this now!

TO Ryan says:
::hesitates::

 CO Terrance says:
SO: He's breaking and disobeying orders from the Federation Council

Host Kujec says:
%ACTION: The Roloth Fleet begins to stand down.

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Take out Short's communication's grid now!

TO Ryan says:
::Pushes some buttons to arm torpedoes as He looks at the crew::

CSO Fist says:
TAC: Target the Comm array!

SO Ikari says:
CO: Does HE know that?!

Host Capt. Short says:
@ All: Red Alert!

XO Fowler says:
CO: Andy! We can't fire on a Federation ship

 CO Terrance says:
SO: YES!

TO Ryan says:
::out loud:: Firing

CEO Starks says:
CO: Sir Engines at red line!

 CO Terrance says:
::presses a few buttons on his own panel, then watches as the torpedoes fly from the tubes::

TO Ryan says:
::Pushes fire button::

TO Ryan says:
::sighs::

Host Kujec says:
%::looks at the conflicting data on his screen:: To Self: What madness is this?!

TO Ryan says:
::Looks at the viewscreen... then looks at the CO::

 CO Terrance says:
::starts typing in a few commands::

XO Fowler says:
::Moves over to the Big Chair:: CO: Andy! What are you doing?

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: A Rolthian ship that lowered its shields is decimated by the Pharaoh

TO Ryan says:
CO: Direct hit...

XO Fowler says:
SO How many were on that ship?

TO Ryan says:
CO: Should I continue to fire?

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Fire again!

TO Ryan says:
::Spreads torpedoes through space at the ships::

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Com: Pharaoh: Pharaoh! Stand down NOW! Or we'll be forced to fire!

CEO Starks says:
ALL: I'm bringing the warp drive off line we can't keep up warp speed

Host Kujec says:
%COM: *Rolth fleet: Attack! Full force!

XO Fowler says:
::Moves back to the TO:: TO: Fire to disable, not to kill

 CO Terrance says:
TO: I thought I told you to take out his communication's grid!

TO Ryan says:
CO: they are powering up...

TO Ryan says:
CO: I did...

XO Fowler says:
::Looks at Jimmy::

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Take out their weapons!

CEO Starks says:
CO: we're at impulse we have phasers again

TO Ryan says:
CO: Aye

Host Kujec says:
%ACTION: The surviving seven Rolth ships begin to weave an intricate attack pattern.

CEO Starks says:
:: returns XO's look with confusion and worry ::

TO Ryan says:
::Fires 3 quantum torpedoes at the Phaser array.

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Fire at will on all ships within range!

CSO Fist says:
::transmits the William Tell Overture at maximum Intensity over all bands::

XO Fowler says:
CO: Andy, why are you doing this? Tell me ::Looks at him with pleading eyes:: CO: Don't make me repeat myself

CEO Starks says:
*EO* Emma transfer now

 CO Terrance says:
TO: Target the Koeler's warp core and fire!

TO Ryan says:
::Begins firing at random on the ships::

 CO Terrance says:
XO: Continue firing

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Done. ::Transfers::

 CO Terrance says:
::types in two more commands::

CEO Starks says:
:: stands ::

CEO Starks says:
CO: sir, NO!

TO Ryan says:
::Targets and Fires phasers at the Koeler's warp core::

SO Ikari says:
::stands up and gives a look to the XO::

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Koeler Helm: evasive!  Tac: return fire

XO Fowler says:
CO: No. ::Grabs his arm:: CO: Not until you tell me why you are trying to commit suicide

 CO Terrance says:
Computer:  Initiate command lock-out, authorization Terrance omega Pi!

 CO Terrance says:
::pushes Nancy out of the way, then runs for the TL::

CSO Fist says:
::holds hand over sidearm suspiciously::

TO Ryan says:
::Reloads torpedoes:: CO: Sir?

CEO Starks says:
:: sits at station and goes over controls ::

 CO Terrance says:
Computer: Initiate Security lock-down, Terrance Delta Four!

XO Fowler says:
::Stumbles and then goes after the CO::

Host Kujec says:
%ACTION:A torpedo smashes past a Rolth ship's shields. Hull and atmosphere spin of into space.

CEO Starks says:
*EO* Emma take the phasers and torpedoes offline now!

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: The USS Koeler and Rolth fleet close on the slowing Pharaoh

TO Ryan says:
::pulls out a sidearm::

TO Ryan says:
::sigh::

CEO Starks says:
*EO* shut down the entire EPS system if you have to!

 CO Terrance says:
::a force field covers the TL doors once the CO is inside::

XO Fowler says:
Computer: Computer disregard that last command. Fowler Alpha Delta Omega

TO Ryan says:
CEO: Sir...

 CO Terrance says:
TL: Shuttle bay

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Done. ::Takes them off line.::

TO Ryan says:
CEO: We are going to die... we must do something...

SO Ikari says:
CSO: Sir?  What now...?

TO Ryan says:
CEO: This is mutiny....

CEO Starks says:
TO: no this is sanity!

XO Fowler says:
SO: Try to contact Capt. Short

TO Ryan says:
::sigh::

XO Fowler says:
TO: Stand down mister

CEO Starks says:
CSO: Daven can you hail them?

 CO Terrance says:
Computer: Lockout all bridge functions, authorization Terrance Alpha One!

TO Ryan says:
CEO: Say a few good words for me then...

CSO Fist says:
All: We must assume the captain knows what he's doing. Protect the Pharaoh!

TO Ryan says:
::sigh::

 CO Terrance says:
<COMPUTER>: Acknowledged!

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Just like last time, huh Daven ::Gives him a hard look::

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Jimmy, can you get me the Transporter logs from the Captain's last two transports?

TO Ryan says:
CEO: The controls are jammed

CEO Starks says:
ALL: I just lost all control here!

 CO Terrance says:
::enters shuttle bay and powers up the K’tarn::

XO Fowler says:
::Moves to the big chair and tries to override the lock outs::

Host Capt. Short says:
Action: The Koeler fires a barrage of torpedoes at the Pharaoh, taking down a shield

Host Kujec says:
%ACTION: A phaser barrage from two Rolth ships brackets the Pharaoh.

TO Ryan says:
CEO: Shield Down on one side...

 CO Terrance says:
::opens outer doors to space::

CEO Starks says:
*EO* Emma cut power to the transporters and try to hail the Koeler!

 CO Terrance says:
Computer: Initiate scuttling charges, authorization Gamma Echo Charlie Delta!

 CO Terrance says:
Computer: Three minute countdown

TO Ryan says:
CEO: I can't access weapons...

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Ok. ::Cuts transporter power.::

TO Ryan says:
::Madly hits weapons buttons::

CEO Starks says:
*EO* your all we got girl! we have no bridge control!

XO Fowler says:
Computer: Release lockouts authorization Fowler Delta Omicron 45875

CEO Starks says:
XO: Commander my panel shows a countdown to self-destruct!!!

 CO Terrance says:
<PHARAOH COMPUTER>: Scuttling charges will detonate in three minutes

CSO Fist says:
::attempting to regain bridge control::

CEO Starks says:
*EO* new problem the self-destruct quantum torpedo warheads are active we have to disable them!

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Ok. I'll try to get it back to the bridge.

CSO Fist says:
::initiating computer backdoor password::

TO Ryan says:
CSO: You make this happen...

 CO Terrance says:
@::powers away at warp speed in the shuttle::

XO Fowler says:
::Rolls eyes:: CSO: Just like last time Daven. How many are going to die this time?

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Oh no.

CEO Starks says:
XO: I'll be in the pit!

TO Ryan says:
CSO: You give me the torpedoes I'll make them remember us with a few hull holes.

CEO Starks says:
::runs off bridge ::

CSO Fist says:
XO: You're in charge. You tell me!

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Helm: follow that shuttle!

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Can we not disable the charges?

 CO Terrance says:
@::heads towards a dust cloud::

FCO Horn says:
::sets coordinates and follows shuttle::

CEO Starks says:
:: entering engineering from ladder jumps onto deck ::

XO Fowler says:
::Gives the evil eye:: SO/TO: Track the CO. All: Everyone else, get this bridge back to our control

CEO Starks says:
EO: It's not the standard self-destruct, this is going to be tricky

EO Walde says:
CEO: Jimmy.

TO Ryan says:
XO: Aye

EO Walde says:
CEO: What do you think?


XO Fowler says:
CEO: Jimmy, you and Emma get those Torps away with out killing us or the others

CSO Fist says:
::hacking into computer core...attempting to rewrite command codes:

TO Ryan says:
XO: I recommend getting the charges taken care of, and the enemy ships

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: The Koeler follows the shuttle as the Rolthian fleet continues to pursue the Pharaoh

 CO Terrance says:
@::enters dust cloud::

 CO Terrance says:
@::begins charting course for Izar::

CEO Starks says:
:: going over panel :: EO: the charges are torpedo warheads located throughout the ship....

CEO Starks says:
*XO* If we can't you won't be around to worry about it

EO Walde says:
CEO: Can we get them off?

 CO Terrance says:
@::exits dust cloud on course for Izar, still being followed by the Koeler::

XO Fowler says:
TO: First, lets make sure we don't get killed or kill anyone else

CEO Starks says:
EO: we can try get the transporters back on line

TO Ryan says:
::walks over to SO:: SO: What do you have so far?

CSO Fist says:
::nods at XO's command::

XO Fowler says:
::Moves over to the OPS:: SO: Have you gotten through yet?

TO Ryan says:
::Grins at XO:: XO: Aye, Sir

SO Ikari says:
::getting frustrated:: XO/TO:  That's not our Captain... sort of.  Transporter logs show that the second transport had a younger Terrance...

EO Walde says:
CEO: Sounds good. ::works on transporter.::

XO Fowler says:
SO: What do you mean? That we had an imposter?

TO Ryan says:
SO: What ?!

CSO Fist says:
SO: What!? What have you found?

Host Norman says:
%COM: Pharaoh: You are surrounded ::with fury:: Surrender or I will gladly destroy your ship!

SO Ikari says:
XO: It's possible... CSO: Here, take a look at the cell degradation.

CEO Starks says:
EO: I'm trying to lock onto the warheads there's about a half dozen of them...more then enough to blow us to little more then space dust

 CO Terrance says:
@::pushes the shuttle to the limits to try and reach Izar::

TO Ryan says:
ALL: We need COM!!

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: The Koeler closes on the shuttle and tractors it.

CSO Fist says:
All: Holy sh....

 CO Terrance says:
@::increases power to the engines::

CEO Starks says:
EO: how ya commin' Emma we almost outta time!

TO Ryan says:
CEO: Has the warp core cooled?

 CO Terrance says:
@*Short*: If you're taking me in, then I'm taking you out!

SO Ikari says:
::realizes he's still at OPS:: XO:  Oh, should we answer the Koeler?

 CO Terrance says:
@::sets core to overload::

XO Fowler says:
SO: Get me the Comm. ::Taps in a couple of commands:: SO: See if that doesn't help

CEO Starks says:
*TO* trying to save our lives here...little busty

TO Ryan says:
CEO: Aye ::Grins again::

TO Ryan says:
::Taps some buttons::

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: The Rolthian fleet backs off and contacts the Pharaoh again.

CSO Fist says:
::inputs the CO's fake death into the computer routing command to the XO::

EO Walde says:
CEO: I think I got it.

TO Ryan says:
SO: Give me your theory here...

EO Walde says:
CEO: See if that works.

 CO Terrance says:
@::laughs a little as the whine of a core approaching overload is heard in the tiny shuttle::

TO Ryan says:
SO: One is younger then the other?

CEO Starks says:
EO: I've got the location of the charges...energizing now!

XO Fowler says:
SO: Can they hear us, now?

CEO Starks says:
*Bridge* we just beamed the warheads of the bow brace for explosion!

EO Walde says:
CEO: Did it work?

SO Ikari says:
XO: I'm attempting to get us through.

XO Fowler says:
All: You heard Jimmy. Brace!

CSO Fist says:
XO: the computer thinks Terrance is dead. You should have command over-ride now.

CEO Starks says:
EO: there off but if our shields can't hold this is going to be....bad

EO Walde says:
::Holds on.:

TO Ryan says:
::Jumps for the deck::

SO Ikari says:
TO: Well, not years older or anything, it's barely noticeable in fact.

CEO Starks says:
:: braces against panel::

TO Ryan says:
SO: ::yells:: ...tell me when we make it!

SO Ikari says:
::latches on to his chair::


Host Capt. Short says:
< Kujac> Com: Pharaoh: We have no grudge with you. Will you help us bring the assassin to justice?

TO Ryan says:
::Grabs railing::

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Thanks Daven. Sorry about earlier. Computer: Release lockouts Fowler Delta Omnicrom 45876

CSO Fist says:
::buckles seat belt::

TO Ryan says:
::Looks around hoping he lives::

XO Fowler says:
::Grabs the side of the OPS station::

TO Ryan says:
::Runs to TAC::

TO Ryan says:
::Braces for impact::

CSO Fist says:
All Stations: Report status!

SO Ikari says:
XO: There, you should be able to contact them.  ::looks a little unsure::

XO Fowler says:
::Looks around the bridge::

XO Fowler says:
SO: Thanks Ike

TO Ryan says:
CSO: I have no weapons...

XO Fowler says:
Com *Short*: This is Commander Fowler. We are standing down.

XO Fowler says:
::To herself:: Now we wait

TO Ryan says:
XO: What about the Alien vessels?

XO Fowler says:
TO: I don't think they'll fire. If we stand down and tell Capt. Short what is going on, then we can get to the bottom of this mystery

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Com: Pharaoh: Very well Commander, We have your CO's shuttle in tow. We will  meet with the Rolthian now

SO Ikari says:
XO: Should we inform them of what we found?

TO Ryan says:
XO: I concur...

CEO Starks says:
EO: Emma let's get the warp drive back on line

TO Ryan says:
::nods::

CEO Starks says:
:: moves to core control tower ::

XO Fowler says:
::Sighs and looks at Ike:: SO: Guess we got through ::Small smile::

CSO Fist says:
::trying to locate shuttle's location::

XO Fowler says:
SO: Ike let them know about those torps. They could go off at any time

EO Walde says:
CEO: Right. ::Moves to the core and begins working.::

SO Ikari says:
XO: Sending them the message now.  ::does it::

TO Ryan says:
::Says to self:: This will be close...

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Daven, get all the info from Ike. You and I are going to try and get some answers

CEO Starks says:
:: looks over readings ::

CEO Starks says:
*XO* commander, we'll have warp drive in about 15 minutes

XO Fowler says:
*CEO*: Thanks Jimmy.

CSO Fist says:
XO: Aye.   SO: Whaddya got?

SO Ikari says:
CSO: I downloaded all the stuff you'll need into this PADD  ::hands it to Daven::

Host Capt. Short says:
% <Kujac> Com: Pharaoh: We are heading to the Koelers location follow us please

XO Fowler says:
COMM *Short*: Sir, we would like to have you beam over. We have some information that you should see

CSO Fist says:
SO: You da man! ::takes PADD::

TO Ryan says:
::Disarms weapons::

SO Ikari says:
::chuckles:: CSO: That remains to be seen sir, but thanks.

XO Fowler says:
FCO: Follow them

CEO Starks says:
*XO* we have impulse at 100% and I can get you warp 5 for now...more on the way

Host Capt. Short says:
@ Com: Pharaoh: Agreed Commander, on my way

FCO Horn says:
::sets course and follows ship::

TO Ryan says:
::Sits in chair and sighs::

Host Capt. Short says:
:: beams to the Pharaoh::

Host Norman says:
%ACTION: The Rolthian vessels flank the Pharaoh, preventing escape.

CSO Fist says:
TO: Buck up, little camper!

CEO Starks says:
::taps badge:: *COM* Repair teams to weapons grid forward compartment.

XO Fowler says:
*CEO*: Good job, Jimmy. Daven and I are meeting with Short. You have the CONN until then

TO Ryan says:
::grins::

CEO Starks says:
*XO* Aye sir I'm on my way to the bridge

TO Ryan says:
XO: May I return fire?

CEO Starks says:
EO: Emma can you handle things while I'm up stairs?

XO Fowler says:
TO: No. Do not fire 

TO Ryan says:
::nod::

XO Fowler says:
TO: If they fire, contact me first. Do Not Fire Back. Understood?

EO Walde says:
CEO: Sure. I think.

CSO Fist says:
::joins up with XO::

SO Ikari says:
*CEO*: Looks like I'm handling the power right now.  What do you need in engineering?

CEO Starks says:
:: climbing ladder:: EO: of course you can ::grins::

TO Ryan says:
::nod::

Host Norman says:
%ACTION: The Rolthian vessels remain at yellow alert.

 CO Terrance says:
@*USS Pharaoh: This is Captain Andrew P. Terrance, you've got an imposter aboard!

Host Capt. Short says:
::  Goes to meet the XO::

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Let's go meet our guest

XO Fowler says:
::Heads to the mess::

CSO Fist says:
XO: After you, Ma'am.

CEO Starks says:
*SO* I think we're good just need to realign some things

 CO Terrance says:
<EVIL Terrance>::grinning in the mess, looking evil::

SO Ikari says:
::receives message:: *XO*: Ma'am... Captain Terrance has contacted us.

Host Capt. Short says:
:: meets XO And CSO in the TL::

XO Fowler says:
::Grins:: CSO: Thank you

TO Ryan says:
::Sits back down::

CEO Starks says:
:: enters bridge::

CSO Fist says:
::wields sidearm::

 CO Terrance says:
$:*USS Pharaoh*: I repeat, this is Captain Terrance in a stolen Izarian shuttle, requesting assistance and alerting you to an imposter being onboard!

CSO Fist says:
ECO: Halt!

XO Fowler says:
Short: Sir. 

TO Ryan says:
XO: Sir?

CO Terrance says:
<Evil Terrance>CSO: Or what, you'll shoot me?

TO Ryan says:
::pulls out phaser::

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: Sir, can you hear me?

Host Capt. Short says:
XO: Is this your captain?

Host Capt. Short says:
:: looks puzzled::

 CO Terrance says:
@*Ike*: Ike, is that you.  Oh thank God, it's good to hear your voice!

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: Where are you?!

CEO Starks says:
:: sits in the big chair ::

TO Ryan says:
::walks over to CSO:: CSO: what’s happening?

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Jimmy, I've got the Captain on a COMM link!

XO Fowler says:
Short: Thats what we wanted to talk to you about. ::Grabs PADD from Daven:: Short: Look at this

CEO Starks says:
SO: where is his location?

 CO Terrance says:
@*:Ike*: I dunno.  I'm in a shuttle, just inside com range.  It's pretty beat up!

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: Just a second Captain, we'll find you.

CEO Starks says:
SO: trace his signal

SO Ikari says:
::opens up LRS and starts scanning for the Captains sig.::

 CO Terrance says:
<Evil Terrance>XO: It's a pity my charade didn't last longer, I'd have liked to have, "gotten to know you a lot more intimately"

Host Capt. Short says:
:: reads the PADD:: XO: Two Terraces! a Clone... Who is the imposter working for?

TO Ryan says:
CEO: I'm picking up a badly damaged ship alright...

XO Fowler says:
::Looks at the Evil one in disgust::

CSO Fist says:
::spits at the evil one::

CEO Starks says:
FCO: Mr. Horn plot an intercept course and prepare to engage

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Should we go get him?  What about the away team?

 CO Terrance says:
<ET>CSO: Conduct unbecoming

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Stun him and have it over with . 

FCO Horn says:
CEO: Course plotted

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: We've located you sir.  We're on our way.

 CO Terrance says:
@*Ike*: Goods work Mr Ikari

XO Fowler says:
CSO/Short: Then maybe we can get some answers

CSO Fist says:
::sets phaser to stun and fires:: ECO: Unbecoming, my ass!

CO Terrance says:
<ET>::bites tablet, before the beam hits him::

CEO Starks says:
FCO: engage

 CO Terrance says:
::poison oozes through his body::

FCO Horn says:
CEO: engaged

Host Capt. Short says:
ACTION: The imposter begins to slump before the phaser blast contacts him.

TO Ryan says:
::sits down::

 CO Terrance says:
::dissolving it, so no genetic sampling can be taken::

CEO Starks says:
SO: when we are in range beam the captain aboard

XO Fowler says:
CSO/Short: Damn!

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Yes sir.  ::emphasizing sir and smirks::

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: We're coming in range sir.  Prepare for transport.

 CO Terrance says:
@::waits patiently in the shuttle::

CEO Starks says:
SO: energize...Lt. ::emphasizing Lt. and grins back at Ike::

XO Fowler says:
:: Goes over to the 'pile' that was the imposter:: CSO: Any readings we can use?

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: Energizing.  ::executes transport::

 CO Terrance says:
::materializes on the bridge::

 CO Terrance says:
SO: Did you get him?

CSO Fist says:
XO: Tracking, stand by...

CEO Starks says:
CO: good to see you sir.. it IS you right?

TO Ryan says:
All: Captain on the bridge.

CEO Starks says:
:: stands from  the big chair ::

SO Ikari says:
CO: I don't know.  We haven't contacted Commander Fowler yet...  ::turns to Jimmy::

TO Ryan says:
CO: Hello, sir.
Host Capt. Short says:
XO: I will take the body for analysis

TO Ryan says:
::sighs and sits down::

 CO Terrance says:
CEO: Thanks Jimmy.  Let me see, some sort of colony with mutated Jem Haddar, you and me carrying XO Von Kreig out, with me wounded from a thing and him half dead?

SO Ikari says:
CO: As you might imagine, it's been a little hectic here.

CEO Starks says:
*XO* commander we have the captain from a damaged shuttle he's on the bridge

XO Fowler says:
::Nods at Short:: CSO: Get all the readings you can

 CO Terrance says:
CEO: As you were, stands away from the chair::

CSO Fist says:
XO: CO on the bridge

FCO Horn says:
:: Changes course so as not to hit the shuttle::

CEO Starks says:
*XO*...it's definitely the real captain sir

XO Fowler says:
*CEO*: Tell him to come to the mess. please

Host Capt. Short says:
XO: See to your Captain, I'll deal with the Rolth. :: taps comm. badge:: Com : Koeler : 1 to beam over

XO Fowler says:
Short: Aye

 CO Terrance says:
::nods to CEO, then heads for the mess::

 CO Terrance says:
::enters mess::

CEO Starks says:
:: nods to CO and sits back in the big chair ::

TO Ryan says:
::Sighs:: I was firing on a fake captains orders...

 CO Terrance says:
XO: What have you done to my ship?

Host Capt. Short says:
:: de-materializes::

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Make sure to get readings from this CO. We can't make the same mistake twice

CSO Fist says:
:: Pops to:: CO: Sir!

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: As you were Lieutenant Commander

XO Fowler says:
CO: Long story, sir

SO Ikari says:
::notices Jimmy in the chair:: CEO: Yeah, you better enjoy that while you can.  ::laughs::

CSO Fist says:
CO: Is it really you?

TO Ryan says:
::Looks around, wishing he was a bigger help...::

CEO Starks says:
SO: laugh it up little man

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Sure, we used to fish together on Rigel VI didn't we  ::smiles::

XO Fowler says:
CSO: Well is it him?

CSO Fist says:
CO: Mind if I check? ::whips out tricorder::

 CO Terrance says:
CSO: Daven, how many other imposters do you know with my charm?

CSO Fist says:
::winks:: CO/XO: Yeah...I remember...

Host Capt. Short says:
******* End Mission*******


